4 GOOD REASONS YOU SHOULD KNOW ELECTRO-MATIC INTEGRATED

1. North American Distributor for Intercontec Product GmbH
   • Global leader in Servo Motor connections
   • M17, M23, M27, M32, M40, and M58
   • SpeedTec™ and SpringTec™ connection solutions

2. Wide range of Servo Motor Power and Servo Motor Feedback Cables in stock
   • Suitable for use in continuous flexing drag chain applications
   • Global leaders in industrial cable: Nexans and Lapp Group

3. Versatile, fully-tested Cable Assemblies
   • Fully tested servo motor power and feedback (SMPF) cable assemblies
   • Minimize downtime and meet power-on and delivery deadlines
   • Compatible with Siemens, Rockwell, Bosch Rexroth, Indramat, Parker Hannifin, Lenze, and Fanuc motion control systems

4. Cable and Hose Carrier Assemblies
   • Build to design or design to build for drag chain replacements
   • Experienced installation crews available
CONNECTING, SENSING, CONFIGURING AND MODIFYING AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES

- HMI and Pendant Arm Assemblies
- Disconnect Assemblies
  - Motor Disconnect Assemblies
  - Transformer Disconnect Assemblies
- Remote Programming Ports
  - Plate Mount Units
  - Rectangular Housing Units
- Safety Fence Systems
- Enclosure Modification and Assemblies

Distribution Products

DATALOGIC™

TURNICK

SATE SYSTEM

WireCrafters